Cloud droplets are formed when supersaturated water vapour starts condensing on aerosol particles, or cloud condensation nuclei (CCN). The threshold (or critical) supersaturation at which the activation of CCN to cloud droplets takes place depends on the CCN material. Water soluble aerosols are in general more efficient CCN than insoluble aerosols, and exhibit lower critical supersaturations. However, at low temperatures many insoluble particle types such as mineral dusts are efficient nuclei for ice clouds. In the so called deposition nucleation, ice is formed by direct condensation of water vapour on the aerosol without an intermediate liquid phase. Current theories are unable to predict the critical supersaturations required for deposition nucleation to take place[@b1]. It is quite obvious that elucidation of ice deposition nucleation onto mineral dusts is difficult if even the liquid drop activation by the dust particles is not well understood. In this paper, our aim is to provide an improved description of the liquid drop activation by incorporating the effect of mineral dust porosity into the CCN activation theory.

The so called Frenkel--Halsey--Hill (FHH)-adsorption--activation theory[@b2] has been applied by several authors in recent years to calculate critical supersaturations of different types of water-insoluble particles[@b3][@b4][@b5][@b6]. The theory combines the FHH adsorption isotherm[@b7][@b8][@b9] with the Kelvin equation. The FHH isotherm can be written as ln(*S*) = −*AN*^−*B*^, where *S* is saturation ratio, *N* is the surface coverage (or number of monolayers of adsorbate on the adsorbent surface), and *A* and *B* are adsorption parameters describing the strength of molecular interactions between the surface and the adsorbed molecules. With pure van der Waals fluids, *B* = 3, but with most real-world systems the molecular interactions are more complex, and the values of *A* and *B* can in practice only be determined experimentally.

When combined with the Kelvin equation, the FHH isotherm reads[@b2] ln(*S*) = −*AN*^−*B*^ + 2γ*v*/(*k*~B~*TR*), where γ and *v* denote surface tension and molecular volume of water, respectively, *k*~B~ is the Boltzmann constant, *T* is temperature, and *R* is the radius of the droplet encompassing the insoluble particle. This equation can be used to produce a curve of *S* vs. *R* (or *N*) that has a maximum, marking the critical supersaturation at which the cloud drop is formed. Kumar *et al.*[@b4] determined the FHH parameters of different particle types based on measured critical supersaturations, whereas Hatch *et al.*[@b5] and Hung *et al.*[@b6] determined *A* and *B* based on adsorption measurements, and used the FHH-adsorption--activation theory to predict the critical supersaturations. These two approaches do not produce satisfactory closure. Motivated by this discrepancy, we show how surface structure, expressed by the fractal dimension, and its interaction with water vapour induce the observed critical supersaturations. This allows for an unprecedented degree of understanding of how surface porosity and the associated capillary condensation affect hygroscopic growth and cloud drop activation of water insoluble aerosols in the atmosphere.

Results
=======

Fractal dimension and the FHH activation theory
-----------------------------------------------

Microscale surface roughness, caused by structures such as pores, slits, kinks, edges, etc., is often described in terms of fractality[@b10]. A surface can be considered fractal if the structural patterns remain the same regardless of the length scale, i.e. they are self-similar. In such a case, the surface area of an object within a radius *r* is proportional to *r*^*D*^, where *D* is the surface fractal dimension. The value of *D* is always between 2 and 3, the former indicating a perfectly smooth surface, and the latter a surface that fills the space completely. Because gas molecules are suitable "yardsticks" to probe the nano- to microscale surface structures, a number of theories have been proposed for determining *D* based on experimental adsorption isotherms[@b11].

The FHH adsorption theory is based on the idea of a potential field caused by the adsorbent surface that acts on the adsorbate molecules. The parameter *A* describes the strength of interaction between the surface and the molecules in the first adsorption layer, and the parameter *B* represents how the interaction decays with distance from the surface. Therefore, the FHH isotherm can always be expressed as ln(*S*) = −*A*(*δ*/*δ*~*m*~)^−*B*^, regardless of the curvature of the surface. Here *δ* is the distance between the surface of the adsorbent, and the surface of the adsorbed layer, and *δ*~*m*~ denotes monolayer thickness. Furthermore, only when the surface is not curved can the term *δ*/*δ*~*m*~ be replaced by *V*/*V*~*m*~, where *V* and *V*~*m*~ denote volumes of the adsorbed layer and the monolayer, respectively. This was already implied by Halsey[@b8], who stated that *N* = *V*/*V*~*m*~ can be used in the FHH equation when "the volume adsorbed is proportional to the depth of the layer". However, even with macroscopically flat surfaces, this proportionality may not hold if they have enough of microstructure so that their fractal dimension *D* is sufficiently different from 2. As adsorption experiments usually measure adsorbed volume rather than adsorption layer thickness, the fractality of the surface may cause the calculated critical supersaturation to be erroneous unless the fractal dimension is correctly accounted for. From here on, we use the notations *N*~*δ*~ = *δ*/*δ*~*m*~ and *N*~*V*~ = *V*/*V*~*m*~.

The proportionality between the volume of a multilayer molecular film on a fractal surface and the film thickness is *V* \~ *δ*^*3-D*^ (see e.g. Avnir and Jaroniec[@b12]). Thus, the surface coverage in the FHH equation can be written as *N*~*δ*~ = *kN*~*V*~^1/(3-D)^, where *k* is a proportionality constant, and the FHH equation becomes ln(*S*) = −*Ak*^*−B*^*N*~*V*~^−*B/(3-D)*^. This implies that if one wants to determine the FHH parameters based on fitting the FHH equation to an experimental adsorption isotherm (where the adsorbed volume has been measured), the resulting coefficients are in fact *Ak*^*−B*^ and *B/(3-D)* instead of *A* and *B*. However, as the value of *k* has to be unity in the case of a smooth surface with *D* = 2, we assume that *k* = 1 in all cases.

On the other hand, if one is determining the FHH parameters based on fitting the FHH-adsorption-activation-theory to measured critical supersaturations, the resulting coefficients are *A* and *B*. This is because the surface coverage is in this case directly related to *R*, which is a sum of the dry CCN radius and the thickness of the adsorbed film.

None of the dusts considered here is especially hydrophobic, and therefore the adsorbed water is expected to form a multilayer film at the critical supersaturation (in contrast, when the contact angle of water is large, the water layer may consist of tiny droplets[@b13][@b14]). When fitting the FHH equation to adsorption data in order to obtain the coefficient *B*/(*3*-*D*), one should use a subset of the data that is also clearly in the multilayer regime.

Based on the above consideration, it should be possible to determine the fractal dimension of the surface of an insoluble CCN if both adsorption and critical supersaturation measurements are available. In order to examine the feasibility of this idea numerically, we compare our approach to two traditional methods for determination of *D* (see Methods).

Experimental determination of surface fractal dimension
-------------------------------------------------------

The surface fractal dimension was calculated in three different ways for six different mineral particle types. In the first method, we made use of a combination of water adsorption isotherm and CCN activation measurements as explained above. With the thermodynamic and fractal FHH methods, we made use of nitrogen isotherms measured at 77 K (see SI for details). The results are shown in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}.

Consider first the two traditional methods for determining *D*. With sodium montmorillonite, calcite, quartz, and Mt. St. Helens (MSH) volcanic dust the agreement is rather good. However, with illite and El Chichon (EC) volcanic dust, the *D*-values differ clearly. A probable reason for this is that there is no unique fractal dimension that would characterize the surfaces of these particular substances properly; i.e. the pore structure is not self-similar at all pore sizes, and the thermodynamic and fractal FHH methods probe somewhat different pore size ranges.

The new adsorption-CCN method produces surface fractal dimensions that are in rather good agreement with the two other methods. Note that a single mineral type exhibits some variability depending on its source that can be caused by complex and to some degree varying chemical composition (as is the case with clay minerals) or surface characteristics (e.g. quartz may have varying surface densities of hydroxyl groups). Thus, if the water and nitrogen adsorption (or CCN) measurements have been carried out with dusts obtained from different sources, a perfect match between the *D*-values cannot be taken as granted. Here, we can be certain only about the similarity of the volcanic dusts in each three types of measurements. In addition, the nitrogen and water adsorption measurements for sodium montmorillonite[@b6] and for quartz[@b16] were conducted using one batch of adsorbent in both cases.

Cloud drop activation
---------------------

The results shown in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} indicate that the *D*-values determined using the thermodynamic and/or the fractal FHH methods can be used, together with the water adsorption isotherm, to calculate the FHH-parameter *B*, which provides a good approximation of *B*~*CCN*~. [Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a comparison between experimental critical supersaturations[@b4][@b15], and supersaturations calculated using the *B*-parameters obtained from adsorption measurements (the *A*-values were not changed). The empty symbols are calculated without any corrections to the *B*-values obtained from water adsorption isotherms (i.e. assuming *D* = 2), and the full symbols are calculated with a fractal correction (i.e. assuming that *D* equals the average of *D*~N2~(TD) and *D*~N2~(f-FHH) in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). In all six cases, the agreement between the experimental and the calculated critical supersaturations is better when the fractal correction is made. It is quite probable that much of the remaining disagreement is due to the differences of the mineral structures used in the CCN, water adsorption and nitrogen adsorption experiments. Thus, although the agreement is not perfect in all cases, our results strongly suggest that closure between experimental critical supersaturations and adsorption data can be reached when the surface fractal properties of the aerosols are properly accounted for.

Discussion
==========

In past studies, fractal dimension of atmospheric aerosol particles has usually referred to the mass fractal dimension, given by the exponent in the relation between number of primary aggregates and the radius of gyration (or mobility size). However, it has been noted[@b17] that when characterizing agglomerate particle properties, two fractal dimensions, one describing the overall structure of the agglomerate and another describing the surface structure, are needed. As we have shown, the surface fractal dimension is an important quantity in determining the critical supersaturation of cloud droplets forming on insoluble nuclei. Moreover, it is likely that the same applies to heterogeneous ice nucleation as well. It has been found that deposition ice nucleation and immersion freezing scale with seed particle surface area[@b18][@b19][@b20], and accounting for the surface fractal geometry will allow more precise surface area estimation. Recent theoretical works suggest that deposition nucleation is caused by freezing of capillary condensed water in surface pores[@b21], or by activation of ice clusters adsorbed on the surfaces of insoluble nuclei[@b22]. In either case, a measure such as the surface fractal dimension should be useful in the derivation of a quantifiable model. Furthermore, the surface fractal dimension offers a way to quantify immersion mode freezing, as a liquid layer is required to exist first before the immersion nuclei (IN) can manifest their ice nucleation activity. The variability of experiments on the IN freezing efficiency and temperature of freezing may, in part, be due to an incomplete understanding of the formation of a liquid phase on the IN. The theory presented here offers the ability to address that. Apart from cloud formation itself, the interaction between water vapour and porous surfaces is very important for other atmospheric phenomena, such as the dispersion of volcanic ash plumes during eruptions as the activation of ash into cloud droplets or ice crystals can notably increase plume temperature and buoyancy through latent heat release[@b23].

Methods
=======

Thermodynamic theory of fractal dimension
-----------------------------------------

Neimark[@b24] derived a thermodynamic theory of fractal dimension, aimed at quantifying the surface fractal dimension based on adsorption measurements on porous surfaces. This theory has the advantage that it does not rely on any particular adsorption isotherm. It is based on the concept of capillary condensation: as the saturation ratio increases, progressively larger pores are filled by the adsorbate, as dictated by the Kelvin equation*: a*~*c*~ = *−2γv/(k*~B~*T* ln *S*), where *a*~*c*~ is a characteristic radius of the pores filled at saturation ratio *S*. The total surface area covered at the same saturation ratio is . -Furthermore, the surface area is obtained by integrating the adsorption isotherm from *N*~*V*~*(S)* to the maximum value .

When one plots ln(Ω) vs. ln(*a*~*c*~), a straight line is seen at some range of *a*~*c*~, typically between about 1--20 nm. The slope of the straight line is then equal to 2-*D*. In order for this method to work properly, the adsorption isotherm has to be measured up to sufficiently high saturation ratios.

Fractal FHH theory
------------------

Avnir and Jaroniec[@b12] derived, based on the Dubinin--Radushkeviech adsorption equation, an isotherm that is formally similar to the FHH isotherm: *N*~*V*~ \~ (ln *S*)^*D−3*^. It was later shown[@b25] that this result is obtained using the FHH approach with *B* = 3, and incorporating the effect of capillary condensation in surface pores with help of the Kelvin equation. As *B* = 3 implies a pure van der Waals interaction between the adsorbent and the adsorbate, the fractal FHH approach is normally used to determine the fractal dimension from a nitrogen isotherm. It is best done by plotting the data as ln(−ln(*S*)) vs. ln *N*~*V*~ (so-called FHH plot) and fitting a straight line to a portion of the measurement data. To get a proper result, the adsorbed layer needs to be thicker than a monolayer, in a regime where the pores are being filled by the adsorbate[@b26][@b27][@b28]. Complete filling of the pores can often be seen as a change of slope in the FHH plot. For example, in most of the data sets shown in [Supplementary Figure 3](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, the slope to the left of the selected data points is gentler than in the capillary condensation regime, indicating that all pores have been filled (whereas in the sub-monolayer adsorption regime to the right of the selected data points, the slope tends to be steeper).

Experimental adsorption data
----------------------------

Water[@b6][@b16][@b29][@b30][@b31] and nitrogen[@b6][@b16][@b31][@b32][@b33] adsorption data sets used for fitting the FHH and fractal FHH isotherms and performing the thermodynamic fractal analysis were obtained from the literature. Monolayer volumes were taken from the experimental references when available and otherwise determined based on the reported adsorbent surface area, and literature value[@b34] for the adsorbate cross-sectional area. All fits to the experimental data sets are shown in SI.

Uncertainty analyses
--------------------

The uncertainties of *B*~CCN~ shown in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} were obtained from Kumar *et al.*[@b4], except for the volcanic dusts, where we assumed 4% uncertainty based on the maximum uncertainty of 3.6% in the experiments of Kumar *et al.*[@b4]. The uncertainty of *B*~CCN~ originates from possible error sources in the measurements of the critical supersaturation and the dry size of the mineral particles such as non-spherical shapes[@b4]. It is worthwhile to note here that the dry sizes were determined using a differential mobility analyser which is sensitive to the macrostructure of the particle but not the microstructure, so the effect of particle porosity on the experimental dry diameter is negligible.

The uncertainties of *B*/(3*-D*), *D*~N2~(TD), and *D*~N2~(f-FHH) in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} are based on the uncertainty estimates of the linear regressions shown in the SI. The uncertainties of the *D* values in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} were obtained by combining the uncertainties of *B*~CCN~ and *B*/(3*-D*).

The error bars for S\* (experimental) in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} represent the uncertainty in the supersaturation of the CCN instrument, with the exception of MSH volcanic dust, where the uncertainty is determined by the two *B*~CCN~ values shown in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}. The error bars for the uncorrected S\* (adsorption) were calculated from the uncertainties of *B*/(3*-D*) in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} (they are smaller than the symbols in [Fig. 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The error bars for the fractal corrected S\* (adsorption) were determined using the individual *D*~N2~(TD) and *D*~N2~(f-FHH) values given in [Table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}.
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###### Determination of the fractal dimension using three different methods.

                        *B*~CCN~         *B/(3-D)*           *D*          *D*~N2~(TD)   *D*~N2~(f-FHH)
  ---------------- ------------------- ------------- ------------------- ------------- ----------------
  Na-Montmorill.       1.08 ± 0.03      2.38 ± 0.17      2.55 ± 0.20      2.60 ± 0.04    2.51 ± 0.06
  Illite               1.12 ± 0.04      2.52 ± 0.11      2.55 ± 0.14      2.69 ± 0.04    2.39 ± 0.05
  Calcite              1.30 ± 0.03      2.29 ± 0.06      2.43 ± 0.08      2.46 ± 0.03    2.48 ± 0.02
  Quartz               1.36 ± 0.03      2.97 ± 0.05      2.54 ± 0.07      2.63 ± 0.03    2.66 ± 0.04
  Volcanic (EC)        1.27 ± 0.05      1.89 ± 0.03      2.35 ± 0.10      2.49 ± 0.11    2.27 ± 0.04
  Volcanic (MSH)    1.29--1.36 ± 0.05   2.00 ± 0.04   2.34--2.37 ± 0.11   2.43 ± 0.03    2.47 ± 0.05

The second column shows the values of the parameter *B* determined by Kumar *et al.*[@b4] and Lathem *et al.*[@b15] based on CCN activation measurements. The third column gives *B*/(3-*D*) as determined from water adsorption isotherms, and the fourth column presents the surface fractal dimensions calculated from the two preceding columns. The fifth and the sixth columns give the *D*-values determined using the thermodynamic and the fractal FHH approaches, respectively.
